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I. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this article is to present evidence in support of some conjectures 
concerning the relation between the breadth of a finite p-group, its nilpotency 
class, and the size of the commutator subgroup. The breadth b(x) of an 
element x of a finite p-group G is given by the equation 
P b(z) = 1 G : C(x)/, 
where C(x) is the centralizer of x in G, so that pbCz) is the number of distinct 
conjugates of x in G. The breadth of G is the maximum of the breadths of its 
elements and is denoted by 6(G). We define the invariant k(G) by the equation 
pk(G) = 1 G’ 1, 
the order of the commutator subgroup G’ of G, while the nilpotency class of G 
is c(G). The first author has recently confirmed [4] a conjecture first formulated 
in [5], namely that all finite p-groups satisfy the following inequality: 
k(G) < @(W(G) + 1). (1) 
Our first problem arose out of a previous and unsuccessful attempt to prove 
this result, and is of the following general form. Under what conditions can 
it be asserted that a finite p-group G is generated by its elements of breadth 
at least as great as a given positive integer I? Let B,(G) stand for the subgroup 
generated by all such elements. For some time it was thought that &c&G) 
would always be the whole of G. This is true, for instance, whenever c(G) < 2 
and b(G) < p (see Section 2). However, examples exist (Section 5) where it is 
far from being the case. They all have relatively small commutator subgroups, 
and we are led to make the following conjecture, which we have strong 
faith in. 
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CONJECTURE 1, Let G be afinite p-group, and suppose that k(G) > Ql(l - 8) 
fog some non-negative integer E. Then G = E,(G). 
Obviously, the truth of Conjecture 1 for a group G would imply (1): Hf 
k(G) > +l(l + l), then Conjecture 1 says that G = B,,,(G), which certainEy 
gives that b(G) > I+ 1, and more besides. We shall cor&rm Conjecture 1 
for groups of class 2 in Section 4, thus giving a very short proof of Bride’s 
result [I] that (I) h o Id f s or groups of class 2. We shall also confirm it in the 
case b(G) < p, and this could then be used to establish (1) in this case. In the 
opposite direction, we shall see in Section 5 that .there exists, for each 
s >, p + 1, a p-group G,*, of breadth s with B,(G,,,) + G,,, . We also give 
an example of a group G of breadth s with B,(G) # G and k(G) = 
$(~a - 5s + 12), which is not too far from &s(s - 4). Before leaving this 
topic, we shali digress slightly in Section 3 to show that b(G) < 21- 3 if 
G # B,(G) fos some I > 2. For each 1 3 8 there exists (Section 5) a group 
of breadth 21- 6 such that G f B,(G); this is very &se to 2i - 3, but our 
guess is that a group of breadth 21- 3 with this property exists, 
Another conjecture that has received some attention in recent years is this: 
CONJECTURE 2. c(G) < b(G) + lfor aZZ$nitep-groups 6. 
This was confirmed for metabelian groups in [S], and also -when b(G) < p; 
recently G&an [2] has verified1 it in the case b(G) < p $ 8. We have made 
little further headway with this, but our attempts have thrown up the following 
conjecture, whose truth would obviously imply that of Conjecture 2: 
CONJECTURE 3. For every $nite p-group G of cZass c, G = B,-,fG>. 
Ad hoc methods give this for c < 4, and we shall prove it in Section 
the case c < p + 1. Most of our proofs rest on the bilinear techniques 
explained in Section 2. 
2. NOTATION AND LEMMAS 
Most of the notation used is standard. For any group G, the center is c(G); 
the lower central series is G = y,(G) > y,(G) 3 ..a > y,(G) 3 ~0 .; for any 
element x of G, P(x) denotes the normal subgroup ([x, g]: g E G), and (as we 
have seen) C(X) denotes the centralizer of x in G. For any element x and any 
normal subgroup N of G, C(X : N) stands for the inverse image in G of the 
centralizer of xN in G/N; thus a E C(x : N) if and only if [a, x] EN. These 
subgroups will appear as C,(X), Tc(x), C,(X : N) if we feel that the extra 
3 The present authors had an independent proof. 
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emphasis is advisable; other functions will be embellished for emphasis, in a 
way that we hope will leave no doubt as to their meanings. 
Just as in [3], we extend the notion of breadth to Lie rings. For any finite 
Lie ring L whose additive group is a p-group, the breadth of an element x of 
L is defined in complete analogy with the group case: ~~($1 = ] L : C(x)], 
where this time C(X) means Lie centralizer. The main type of Lie ring that we 
shall be interested in are the associated Lie rings of finite p-groups; if G is a 
finite p-group, set Vi = yi(G)/yi,-r(G) for each ;, so that additively the 
associated Lie ringL of G is the direct sum V, @ ..b @ V, , c = c(G), and the 
multiplication is the usual one. It was proved in [3] that b(x) < b(G) for every 
x in V, , so that b(V,) < b(G), with obvious notation. 
The following lemma is the main technical device for dealing with the case 
b(G) < p of Conjecture 1 and the case c(G) < p + 1 of Conjecture 3. The 
reader will get the flavor of breadth from it, though we do not need to introduce 
a concept of breadth formally at this point. 
Let U, V, W be any finite Zg,-modules, and let + be a bilinear map from 
U x V to W. For any x in U we denote the annihilator (y: y E V and 
(~3 YW = O> by A nn x ; it is a submodule of V, and just as for conjugacy in d ) 
groups, 1(x, V)$ j = 1 V : Ann+(x)l. For any x in U and any submodule M of 
W, we set 
Ann& : M) = (y : y E V and (x, y)$ E M}; 
this is a submodule of I’ containing Ann,(x). 
LEMMA 2.1. Further to the notation just established, let x, y be any elements 
of U such that 1 V : Ann,(x + ry)j < [ V : Ann,(x : (y, V)$) n Ann,(y)\ for 
Y = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. Then 
(i) [(x, V)$ n (y, V)$ 1 > pu-r whenever Ann&x : (y, V)#J) n Ann,(y) 
is different porn Ann,(x) n Ann&(y); 
(ii) 1(x, V)+ n (y, V)+ [ >, pp-l in all cases. 
Proof. Of the slightly different ways of proving this lemma, we choose 
the following. Set A = Ann,(x : (y, V)$) n Ann,(y) for short. The first 
stage of the proof is to establish (ii) when A = Ann,(x) n Ann,(y), which 
can of course happen. In this case we have that A < Ann,(x + ry) < 
Ann,(x : (y, V)$) for all r, and the hypothesis implies that A < Ann,(x + ry) 
for r = 1, 2,..., p - 1. Choose an element c, E Ann,(x + ry)\A, one for 
each Y = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. Then cI. E Ann,(x : (y, V)+)\A for each r, so that 
c, 6 Ann,(y), which implies that 0 # ( x, c,)+ = -r(y, c,)+. We establish (ii) in 
this case by showing that the nontrivial modules ((y, c&5>,..., <(y, c,-J$> 
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generate their direct sum in W. Suppose inductively that (( y, c&)~. ~. i (( y, ck)p> 
generate their direct sum, which is obviously true for ,k = 1, and that 
the pzzj being elements of the underlying Z,, . Then PZ~C~ + .._ + mk+l~lc+I is
in Ann,(y), and since c1 ,..., c,-r came from Ann,(x : (y, V)$> by choice, this 
gives that PQG~ + ... + mktl~k+l E A < Ann,& + (k + I) y). 
0 = (x + (k + I)Y, %Cl + ... t m7cclc + @+Gc& 
= f%(x + (k + l)Y, c&J + *.. + @4x f @ + l)Y> cd+ 
= f%k(Y, cl)+ + %P - l>(Y, czw + ..l -+- %(Y, GJd‘> 
using the fact that c, E Ann,(x + my) for Y = I, I&..., R. The inductive 
hypothesis and the fact that k < p imply that 0 = mI(y, c&b = 
..e = 7az,(y, c&b SO that nz,,(y, ck+& = 0 as well. This completes the 
inductive proof that ((y, cl)+),..., ((y, c,-,)$) generate their direct sum, and 
with it the proof of part (ii) of the lemma in the case A = Awns c Ann,(y). 
To complete the proof we have to establish (i) do this by induction 
on the order of W, the result being vacuously true j WI = 1. So assume 
that j W / > 1, that A f Ann,(x) C-I Ann,(y), and that (i) is true for situations 
in which the receiving module is smaller than IV. Set (x, A = M; then, as 
A f Annm(x) PI Ann,(y), M is a nonzero submodule of Let 4 be the 
bilinear map from U x V to W/M induced by 4. Since (31~ A)$ = 0, it 
follows that (x + ry, A)$ = Mf or all I, so that Ann,(x -t ry) is a submodrle 
of index / M / in Ann,(x + my); further, since M ,< (y, V)+, it follows that 
Ann,(y) is a submodule of Ann,(y) of index / M j . Finaily, 
Thus j V : Ann,(x + ry)i / M 1 = 1 6’ : Ann&x + ry)i for all Y, and 
This means that j V : Ann&(x + ry)( < 1 V : Ann,(x : (y, V)$) n Am,(y)!; 
paraphrasing, the condition imposed at the very outset Is inherited by the 
new situation, with 4, W replaced by 4, W/AL One of two things happens 
now. Either Ann,(X : (y, V)#) n Ann,,,(y) = Ann,(x) n Ann,(y), in which 
case the first paragraph of the proof applies to show that 
or else we have inequality between these intersections, in which case 
1(x, Y>4 n (y, V’)$ 1 > ~8-1 by the inductive hypothesis. Ln either event 
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I(*, vc n (Y, J% I > pP-l I Jll I > Pp-l, and we have completed the proof 
of part (i). 
The following lemmas are all consequences of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be any finite Lie ying over Z,, , U an additive subgroup of 
L which generates L, and set m = min( p, b(U)). Then L is generated by elements 
of U of breadth at least m. 
Proof. Let B be the additive subgroup of U generated by the elements 
in U of breadth at least m, choose y in U with b(y) > m, and suppose for a 
contradiction that there exists an element x in U\B. Then x + ry $ B for all Y, 
so that b(x + ry) < m < b(y) for all Y. Let $ be the bilinear map from 
U x L into L induced by multiplication in L. For every u in U, Ann,(u) = 
C,(u) with obvious notation, and the remarks just made mean that 
j L : Ann,(x + ry)[ < / L : Annd(y)[ f or all Y. Thus Lemma 2.1 gives that 
\[x, L]j = \(x,L)rb / > pp-l. Thus b(x) > p - 1 and so, as x # B, we must 
have that b(x) = p - 1. Thus 1(x, L)$ ] = pp-l and by Lemma 2.1, 
Ann,&) n Ann,(y) = Ann&x : (y, L)+) n Ann,(y). Thus, as y E C,(y) = 
Ann,(y), and (x, y)$ = [x, y] E (y, L)$, it follows that 
Y E Ann& : (Y, LM) (7 Am-dy). 
But then y E Ann+(x), so that x E C,(y). This of course means that 
U = C,(y) v B. But C,(y) # U by choice ofy, and B # U by assumption, 
and we have thus come to a contradiction since no group is the union of two 
proper subgroups. 
LEMMA 2.3. Every finite p-group G of class 2 and breadth at most p is 
generated by elements of maximal breadth. 
Proof. The associated Lie ring L of G is additively (G/G) @ G’. A quick 
calculation shows that the centralizer C,(gG’) of every homogeneous element 
gG’ is (C,(g)/G’) @ G’, so that b,(gG’) = b,(g). Now apply Lemma 2.2 
and the fact that G/G’ generates L. 
In Section 5 we shall make, for each prime p and each s > p + 1, ap-group 
of breadth s and class 2 not generated by its elements of maximal breadth, 
so that Lemma 2.3 is best possible. 
The next lemma is reminiscent of a result of Bride [I], which formed a 
crucial part of his attack on groups of class 2. He showed that everyp-group G 
of class 2 such that K(G) = ib(G)(b(G) + 1) possesses a (b(G) + 1)-generator 
subgroup H with H’ = G’. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a Jinite p-group of class 2 and breadth k < p. Then 
there is a (k + 1)-generator subgroup H of G such that H’ = G’. 
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.?roo~ Let y be any element of G of brea th k, let y1 ,*..,yg be any 
generators of G modulo C(y), and set H = (y, yI ,.-., yR). We shall show 
that N’ = G’. Let n be the smallest number for which there exist elements 
x, )‘.“> x, in C(y) with (y,y, ,..., yk , x, ,..., xlzj’ = G’; such a number 
obviously exists, and suppose for a contradiction that n > 1, Clearly 
<Y, Yx >.-.> Yk 3 XlYl 5 % ,-*-> %J = G’, and by the minimality of n, 
F(x& z& r(y). The breadth restriction and the fact that G is of class 2 then 
give that I JYxl~d n JTY)I is not more than pp-1. In a moment we shall show 
that this inequality gives that C(y) is contained Yn C(x,y, : I’(y)). Assuming 
this, it follows at once that [x1 , yJ = [X 1 , xlyl] E T(y). Similarly it follows 
that [xi , yj] E F(y) for all i = 1, 2 ,,.., n and j = if 2,..., k. Again using the 
fact that C(y) < C(x,y, : T(y)), it follows that [xi , xlylj E r(y) for 
i = 2,..., n, so that [x1, xi] E T(y) for these values off i. All this together 
means that F(x,) < r(y), and we have contradicted the minimality of n. 
It remains to show that C(y) < C(xlyl : r(y)). Suppose not. Then 
C(y) n C(xIy, : I’(y)) < C(y), so that, as y is of maximal breadth, 
j G : C(x,y,yv)~ < 1 G : C(x,y, : I’(y)) n C(y)/ for all Y. Now let 4 be the 
biiinear mapping from G/G’ x G/G’ into G’ (over a suitable Z,,) induced by 
commutation, and apply Lemma 2.1. It gives that i I’(xIyl) n I’(y)] is not 
less than ~3-1. But we have seen above that / F’(x,y,) 0 r(y)! < p*-l, so 
that by Lemma 2.1, C(x,y,) f? C(y) = C(x,y, : r(y)) A C(y). This is a 
contradiction since y E C(x,y, : r(y)) n C(y), whereas y 6 C(zIyl). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
3. INTERLUDE: THE BREADTH OF A GROUP NOT GENWATED 
BY ELEMENTS OF HIGH BREADTH 
%n this very short and easy section we show that every finite p-group of 
breadth b is generated by its elements of breadth at le,ast ib or so. First a 
technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x, y be any elements of a finite p-grvuf 6. Then b(xy) < 
b(x) + b(y); moreover, ;f b(xy) = b(x) + b(y), then [x, y] = 1. 
The proof is completely obvious. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be any p-group such that G # B,(G), where 1 is an 
integer greater than 1. Then G has breadth at most 22 - 3. 
Proofs Every element outside B,(G) has breadth less than 1. Let u be any 
element in B,(G) and v any element outside B,(G). Then b(v) < 2 - 1 
and b(v-%t) < I- 1, so that by the preceding lemma, b(u) ,( b(v) + b(v-4) < 
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21- 2. Thus G has breadth at most 21- 2, and we shall show that 21- 2 is 
in fact impossible. Any element x of breadth 21- 2 must lie in B,(G), since 
2Z- 2 > I - 1; moreover, if y 6 B,(G), then by Lemma 3.1 it is clear that 
b(y) = I- 1 and that 6(x) = b(y) + b(y-lx). Again by Lemma 3.1, x 
commutes with y; since y runs over all elements outside B,(G), x is central, 
which is a contradiction. Thus b(G) < 2Z- 3, as claimed. 
As we said in the Introduction, 2Z- 3 is probably the best possible answer, 
even though the best we have been able to do is to make examples of breadth 
21- 6. 
4. EVIDENCE FOR CONJECTURES 1 AND 3 
THEOREM 4.1. Finite p-groups of class 2 satisfy Conjecture 1. 
Proof. The result is certainly correct for abelian groups, so suppose that G 
is strictly of class 2 with K(G) > $Z(Z - l), and that Conjecture 1 is true for 
smaller groups of class 2. For a contradiction suppose that G # B,(G), so 
that G # B,(G) u c(G). Let x be any element outside this union. Then 
1 < ] r(x)/ < pz since b(x) < E and r(x) consists precisely of the commutators 
of X. Thus 1 G/r(x)\ > p(i~z)(J-rJ~Z-2) and by induction G/P(x) is generated 
by elements of breadth at least I - 1; this means that G is generated by 
elements a such that b(ar(x)) > I - 1. Since x 6 c(G), it must fail to commute 
with some element a having this property. Then r(a) n r(x) # 1 and 
Ox) n r(x) # 1, since both of these intersections contains the commutator 
[a, x]. This means that r,,r(z.(ar(x)) and r,,,c,.(axP(x)) are smaller than 
r(a) and r(ax), respectively. But they are both the same subgroup of G/r(x), 
of order at least pz-r. Thus ( r(a)( and j r(ax)/ are both at least pz, so that 
x = a-l . ax E B,(G), a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 4.2 (Bride [l]). Finite p-groups of class 2 satisfy (1). 
Next we confirm Conjecture 1 in the case I < p. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a$nite p-group, and suppose that k(G) > $l(Z - 1) 
for some non-negative integer 1 not exceedingp. Then G = B,(G). 
Proof. We prove by induction on the order of the associated Lie ring 
L=Vl@V,@.*.@VCofG( usual notation) that VI = B,(VJ; that is, 
that V, is generated by elements of breadth at least I in L. This is enough, 
for inverse images of these elements in G are of breadth at least I and 
generate G. 
The induction can start since this result is true when G is of class 2, by 
Theorem 4. I. So suppose that G is not of class 2, that the result is true for 
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groups whose associated Lie rings are smaller than the Lie ring e of G, and 
set Wl~d4) = m with obvious notation. Then by Lemma 2.2, VI is 
generated by elements ‘u such that bLiv3(&7-’ + y,(Z)) > min(m, p)~ Since VI 
generates L and ya(L) f 0, not all of these elements can centralize J+(L), so 
that b,(V,) > min(m,p). So, again by Lemma 2.2, 1/1 is generated by 
elements of breadth at least min(m + 1, p). Thus we may assume that m f 1 
is less than k. Now clearly b(Gk/a(G)) = b(I&(L)) = m, so that Lemma 2.4 
yields the existence of an (m + I)-generator subgroup of G such that 
M’?/,(G) = G’; the nilpotency of G gives that W’ = 6’. e associated Lie 
ring M of H is a subring of L with standard form U, @ F’z @ I.. @ a/C ? 
where ?JI is an (m + I)-generator subgroup of VI . If M is a proper subring 
of L, then by induction U, = B,( U,). Since UI < VI this certainly implies 
that b(V,) 3 I, so that by Lemma 2.2, V, = B,(yl). Thus we may suppose 
that M = L and = 6. Choose any noncentral element a in the second 
center ofL and su that pa is central. Then [a, t/J is an ideal ofL and, since 
V, is (m + I)-generator and m + 1 < I, we have that ~[a, VI]1 < pz- Thus 
k(L/[a, VJ) > $l(l- 1) - (I - 1) = *(I - l)(Z - 2), where, as might have 
been expected, rZ(L/[a, VJ) means log, j L/La, VII/~ Induction now gives that 
F’I is generated by elements whose images in L/[a, F’r] are of breadth at least 
.? - 1. Not all of these elements can centralize a, and so b( V,) > 1. But then 
Lemma 2.2 gives that VI = II,( and the induction is complete, 
ur evidence for Conjecture 3 is another example of the prime-dependence 
of our results. 
THEORIM 4.4. Finite p-groups of class at most p + 1 satisfy C’mjecture 3. 
Proof. Let G be a finite p-group of class c < p + 1, and go into the 
associated Lie ring L of G, with notation Vi = y,(G),/yi,,(G) as before. It 
will be enough to prove that L is generated by the elements of HfI of breadths 
at least c -- 1, for their pre-images in G are also of breadth at least c - 1, and 
they form a generating set for G. We do this by induction on c, the case 
c = 1 being clear. 
y induction L/V, is generated by elements of Vl/VC of breadth at least 
c - 2. I’Jot all of these can centralize V,-,/Y, , and so there exist elements of 
YI of breath at least c - 1. So by Lemma 2.2 and the fact that c - 1 < p, L 
is generated by elements of V, of breadth c - 1. This completes the mduction. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We give here the examples mentioned earlier. Everything is based on the 
following group not generated by elements of maximal breadth. 
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Let p be a prime, s an integer not less than p + 1, and 
G,,, the group generated by elements a,, a1 ,..., a, with defining relations 
U{P = 1 for i = 0, l,..., s, 
1% ,aj > %I = 1 for ;,j, K = 0, l,..., s, 
[us ) czj] = 1 for ;,j =2,3 ,..., s, 
bl 7 %I = 1 for j =p + l,p + 2 ,..., s, 
C %%‘, %+,I = 1 for Y = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. 
Then G,>, is a p-group of class 2, and 6(G,,,) = b(aJ = K(G,J = s. 
Every noncentral element x of G,,, has a unique expression of the form 
with m > 0, 0 < Ed < p - 1 for 1 < j < m, i1 < is < *se < i, and x an 
element of the center; and the following are readily checked: 
(i) x has breadth s if and only if il = 0, iz > 2; 
(ii) x has breadth s - 1 if i1 = 0, it = 1; 
(iii) all other elements have breadth at most p. 
Thus a, 6 B,(G,,,), and our claim is justified. This is the example we 
mentioned just after the proof of Lemma 2.3. Clearly, the direct product of 
this group with any p-group at all fails to be generated by its elements of 
maximal breadth, so that-for instance-examples of every class greater 
than 1 exist. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Put H for the direct square of the group G2,s just con- 
structed. These are the possible breadths for the elements of H: 2s, 2s - 1, 
2s - 2, s + 2, s + 1, s, s - 1, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. Suppose that 2s - 2 > s + 3, 
so that s >, 5. Then B,+,(H) = B,,-,(H), and it is easy to see that 
B.&H) f H, in fact, B,,-,(H) is generated by all elements (1, ac) and 
(ui , 1) with i >, 1, together with (a ,, , a,). Here we have written elements of H 
as ordered pairs in the usual way. Putting s + 3 = Z, we get the example 
mentioned in the introduction of a group of breadth 21- 6 not generated 
by its elements of breadths > 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Here is the other example mentioned in the Introduction. 
Let A be a 2-group of breadth E such that k(A) = iZ(Z + 1) as in [5], and 
set G = A x G,,, . Then G has breadth I+ 3 = s, shall we say; G is not 
generated by its elements of breadth s, since G2,3 is not generated by its 
elements of breadth 3; and K(G) = +(s2 - 5s + 12), as is easily checked. 
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